NOTE:
1. New pedestrian toucan crossing on the Enniskerry Road.
2. High quality stone paving slabs at entrance incorporating threshold paving at the entrance gates.
3. Hot dip galvanised and powder coated gates and railings incorporating granite pencil piers (see indicative detail).
4. Low granite wall to retain the proposed planter with informal seating.
5. Beds mass planted with suitable species for entrance prominence.
6. Pedestrian pathway into lower field. Buff coloured macadam or similar.
7. Existing avenue to be resurfaced with appropriate material.
8. Gathering space in meadow incorporating seating and change in surfacing.
9. Existing species rich grassland managed to conserve the species.
10. Existing wet area managed as a wetland for aesthetics and biodiversity.
11. Proposed woodland screen planting.
12. New hot dip galvanised and powder coated pedestrian barrier to compliment proposed railings and gates.
13. Existing opening in railings at Belarmine to be closed.
15. Proposed stone wall to strengthen boundary.
16. Existing wall and gates to be removed.
17. New pedestrian access gate.
Other:
Existing vehicular access to be retained for occasional vehicular access or emergency.
Uplighting to proposed piers and feature trees - as agreed with the project ecologist.